
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 The Masters Tournament is finally here! The longest ever gap between Masters will see no fans at the 
tournament in the unfamiliar fall season in Georgia. The change in season will see the course play 
softer and the colder climate will play into the hands of the longer hitters.  
 
The Bryson experiment will be on full display and the early signs suggest it is his to lose, with that being 
said, this is a huge tournament and the nerves and expectation to win may get the better of him.  
 
The Aussies are led by the in-form Jason Day. Cam Smith has been playing really well lately and his 
exceptional short game may make him a player to watch. This is going to be a lot of fun! 
 

Augusta National is always a true test of all parts of the game. It is the most beautiful, manicured course 
in the world but it can get really ugly for players that lose their tee shots. Usually hard and fast with tricky 
green complexes, the forecast rain and soft conditions should ease scoring to around a -15 total. The 
greens are expected to run at 14+ which will be the fastest greens the players play on all year. This 
works in the hands of the short game experts and the top putters on tour. If a long hitter can reach the 
Par 5’s in two, it opens up some easy scoring options which always prove crucial to capture a win. 
 

Jacks Tips 

  Xander Shauffele 34-1 ⭐⭐⭐⭐ 
⭐⭐⭐bobbyfallon24@hotmail.com 

 
Xander is my man this week. I have liked him all year in the majors and he is playing some great golf 
currently. The Shadow Creek event where is came a close second was a great form line event as those 
greens were slick! He was runner up here last year and Augusta tends to see the same heads pop up and 
eventually get a win. 12th for scrambling, 4th for putts per GIR, 3rd around the green and 5th tee to green are 
all the stats you want to see in a winners model. 
 

Tournament Information – The Masters 

Course Information – Augusta National 

Tony Finau 40-1 ⭐⭐⭐ 
Finau was in the final group last year and got the VIP seat for Tigers incredible final round. I am sure he 
would have learnt a lot from that and Finau is a big time hitter. I think he can go toe-to-toe with Bryson for 
distance and I love his long iron approach game. 4 top 5 in his last 6 majors suggests he likes the big events 
and I am pulling for Tony, I love his game! 
 

First Round Leader -  Jason Kokrak 100-1 

Winner at Shadow Creek which I thought was a 
good form line event. Kokrak=Birdie machine! 

Top Aussie – Jason Day  

Playing last week suggests he is fit and had a really 
good tournament. Loves Augusta. 


